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The Role of Private Property in the Nazi Economy: The Case of Industry

Abstract. Private property in the industry of the Third Reich is often
considered a mere formal provision without much substance. However, that is
not correct, because firms, despite the rationing and licensing activities of the
state, still had ample scope to devise their own production and investment
patterns. Even regarding war-related projects freedom of contract was
generally respected and, instead of using power, the state offered firms a
bundle of contract options to choose from. There were several motives behind
this attitude of the regime, among them the conviction that private property
provided important incentives for increasing efficiency.

I. The Nazi regime did not have any scruples to apply force and terror, if that was judged
useful to attain its aims. And in economic policy it did not abstain from numerous regulations
and interventions in markets, in order to further rearmament and autarky as far as possible.
Thus the regime, by promulgating Schacht’s so-called “New Plan” in 1934, very much
strengthened its influence on foreign exchange as well as on raw materials’ allocation, in order
to enforce state priorities. Wage-setting became a task of public officials, the capital market
was reserved for state demand, a general price stop decreed in 1936.1 In addition state demand
expanded without precedent. Between 1932 and 1938 it increased with an average annual rate
of 26 per cent; its share in GNP exploded in these years from 13.6 to 30.5 per cent.2 As a
consequence private consumption as well as exports were largely crowded out.

A major part of the rise of state demand was in the form of orders for manufacturing
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enterprises. Thus it could have appeared quite rational to the state authorities to create state
firms for their execution. For in that case the state would have been able to save the large
profits which in fact were paid to companies which engaged in the production for state
demand.3 However, the state did not proceed along this path. There occurred hardly any
nationalizations of formerly private firms during the Third Reich.4 In addition, there were not
very many enterprises newly created as state-run firms either. The most spectacular exception
to that rule was the Reichswerke Hermann Göring which was founded in 1937 for the
exploitation of the German bad-quality iron ore deposits.

The main question treated in this paper is why was that the case. Why did the Nazi state refrain
from widespread nationalization of industry, contrary to the Soviet Union which it is
sometimes compared with? In view of the violence displayed by the regime otherwise it can be
taken for certain that the reason was not any respect for private property as a fundamental
human and civil right.

In the second part of the paper it is analysed whether private property of industrial companies
in the Nazi economy, the formal existence of which is unanimously agreed on in the literature,
was perhaps an empty shell without much significance to entrepreneurs, a proposition which is
voiced quite often. In that case there would have been not such a great real difference between
the Nazi economy and socialism. It is shown, however, that freedom of contract, that important
corollary of private property rights, was as a rule not abolished during the Third Reich. In fact
firms preserved a good deal of their autonomy even under the Nazi regime. Therefore the
causes for the reluctance of the state in the Nazi period to encroach on private firm property are
3
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analysed in the third part. In conclusion we then will suggest a general characterization of the
Nazi economy with respect to industry which accords to the results of this paper.

II. Recently Michael von Prollius stated in his book on the economic system of the Third
Reich that the autonomy of enterprises was restricted to their internal organization and that
private property has been without much real substance. For relations of firms with the outside
world were totally subordinated to state direction.5 In a similar way Richard Overy maintained
writing on the enterprises of the Ruhr heavy industry:6 “Though they could still profit from the
system, they were forced to do so on the party’s terms. Profit and investment levels were
determined by the state, on terms much more favourable to state projects. […] Rational
calculation gave way to the ‘primacy of politics’.” The most clearcut position is the one of
Peter Temin summarizing his opinion in an article about ‘Soviet and Nazi Economic Planning’
as follows: “ The National Socialists were socialists in practice as well as in name.”7 Of course,
Temin is not blind to the fact that the German state of the period, contrary to the Soviets, had
not nationalized industry. The apparent paradox is solved by him, however, by pointing to
allegedly unequal long-term contracts between the Nazis and industry groups with the
obligation of the latter to deliver their output at fixed prices. If firms refused to comply they
could be nationalized, for the Nazis viewed private property as conditional on its use to further
their goals.8 This proposition is echoed by other authors who also speak of the threat of
nationalization which private firms were constantly confronted with.9 The right to control their
assets, that very important aspect of private firm ownership, is thus considered as having been
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relinquished almost totally. Temin as well as Overy therefore feel entitled to allude to the
Soviet centrally planned economy when describing the economic system of the Third Reich.

But the picture of German industry during the Nazi period described so far is not correct. It can
be demonstrated that it has severe flaws in at least three respects:

1. Despite widespread rationing of inputs firms normally still had ample scope to follow own
production plans.

2. Investment decisions in industry were influenced by state regulation, but the initiative
generally remained with the enterprises. There was no central planning of the level or the
composition of investment.

3. Even with respect to its own war-related investment projects the state normally did not use
power in order to secure unconditional support of industry. Rather, freedom of contract was
respected. But the state tried to induce firms to engage according to its plans by offering
them a whole bundle of contract options to choose from.

1.) Contrary to a socialist economy rationing of inputs in the Third Reich was not accompanied
by material balancing.10 That means the use of inputs was generally not planned beforehand
with regard to the output composition of each enterprise and the exact allocation between
companies. Of course, the production of an increasing selection of goods was quantitatively
restricted or even forbidden, a tendency greatly intensified during the war. On the other hand,
however, most enterprises could freely choose among a whole range of production possibilities,
all of which had privileged access to rationed materials, including the making of almost every
10
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finished product for export, because exports commanded a very high priority. In addition there
often was allotted a quota of rationed inputs for unspecified use.

A good example is provided by textiles which, according to numbers employed, behind metal
processing, food and clothing still was the fourth largest manufacturing branch in the thirties –
far bigger than chemicals for example.11 From spring 1934 onwards the purchase of raw
materials was regulated in this industry. Later quotas were established which in principle
restricted for each firm the processing of materials to a certain percentage according to a
reference period. In addition, since 1936 enterprises were required to mix a prescribed amount
of staple fibres to their inputs of natural raw materials. Within this rationing framework,
however, firms generally remained free to produce those varieties of textiles they considered
most profitable to them, even though the ordinary input quotas were decreasing in the course of
time. But the regime also established a system of incentives consisting of extra rations of scarce
raw materials allotted to firms which undertook to manufacture textiles for high priority
requirements. All export orders were privileged in this way, which opened up to entrepreneurs
additional scope of autonomous decision making and production. In a similar way military
orders as well as those of other state agencies commanded extra quotas of input materials
which enterprises could compete for. Thus, the German textiles industry of the Nazi period
certainly did not work in an institutional setting of liberal markets. But it neither was one of
complete state direction and central planning. Private ownership of firms still had its economic
significance, because entrepreneurs preserved a good deal of their autonomy with regard to
production until after the outbreak of war.12 That also is true for price setting, for there existed
numerous exceptions to the rule of fixed prices which led to considerable price increases and
11
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very handsome profits for firms which were in the position to exploit the opportunity of getting
extra rations of raw materials.

In many ways the rationing procedures in textile production set an early precedent which was
then followed in other industries. Thus it can be observed that the rationing of iron and steel
was organized in a comparable way from 1937 onwards when it seemed necessary to do so in
view of increasing shortages of that raw material which was basic for an economy oriented
towards armament and war. Again military orders and many other demands, including exports,
were given privileged status in their possibilities to be supplied with iron and steel, but there
also was a quota left for general purposes.13 Therefore enterprises manufacturing iron and steel
products could to a large extent preserve to themselves the decision about their precise
production plans and then apply for the necessary amounts of iron and steel. Thus in a recent
dissertation on machinery firms in Chemnitz during the Nazi era, it is concluded with regard to
the prewar period: “Even if price control, shortage of raw materials and slowly declining
freedom to dispose of workers – the latter becoming fully effective only during the war –
restricted entrepreneurial autonomy: In its principal strategic decisions the management still
was autonomous.” That is proven by the actual production which was in large part not geared
to the regime’s priority of rearmament at all.14 This clearly shows that even under the Four
Year Plan of 1936 the state did not use iron and steel allocation as an obvious and potent means
to strictly plan industrial output and the composition of national production.15 Contrary to an
explicit statement of Temin the state did and could not use its exclusive access to the capital
market for this purpose either.16 For industry generated enough financial means through big
13
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profits and high depreciations charges earned that it could finance its genuine needs by its own
without resort to the capital market. Despite the encompassing nature of the agency created to
execute it, the Four Year Plan therefore was not at all comparable to Soviet Five Year Plans. Its
ambition mainly was to rapidly increase the output of a few basic products from German raw
materials, in order to reduce the dependence of the Third Reich on imports of strategic
importance.17 Even in doing that the state largely abstained, as we will see, from the use of
force.

A corollary of the still great autonomy of industry with regard to its production plans and
another difference to a centrally planned economy was that enterprises normally continued to
select their customers themselves. An obligation to serve a specific demand did rarely exist for
the majority of firms at least before the war. That also applied to orders from state agencies.
Firms could in principle refuse to accept them. A deviation from this rule was the fact that
merchants importing raw cotton since 1936 had to deliver it to manufacturing firms assigned to
them by the authorities.18 Another exception occurred in late summer 1937 when the iron and
steel industry was obliged to accept orders from certain privileged demanders of iron under all
circumstances which included military orders. This step, however, was qualified even by
Hermann Göring as a “very strong” measure19 and after two months it was to be lifted
automatically.20 In November 1941 Ernst Poensgen, director of the iron and steel industry
group, still could frankly explain the plenipotentiary for iron and steel rationing General
17
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Hermann von Hanneken that the members of his group were not prepared to further accept
military orders. Instead they wanted to serve orders for exports, from shipbuilding and the
Reichsbahn where it was easier to get higher prices.21 Only in 1943 an obligation to supply
certain requirements was reintroduced under the utmost exigencies of total war.

2.) Regulation of raw material consumption in industry not unexpectedly had an effect on
investment. If we again take the example of textiles it can be observed that after 1936 much of
new investment in this industry served to adapt plants to the processing of big quantities of
staple fibres. Further investment was necessary to enable firms to produce special products
which commanded privileged access to raw materials. On the other hand, after the introduction
of iron and steel rationing, it became increasingly difficult for textiles companies to get the
amounts of iron necessary for their investment projects. Since 1934 there also existed a general
prohibition of capacity enlargement in the textiles industry, which, however, principally did not
apply to modernization and rationalization. In addition, exceptions from the ban on capacity
enlargement could be and were agreed to by the authorities. Together that bundle of incentives
and disincentives for investment activities in the textiles industry led, perhaps surprisingly, to
quite a vigorous growth of investment, which between 1936 and 1938 even was comparable to
that of industry as a whole. And what is more important in our context state intervention in
concrete investment plans of firms was restricted to the legally prescribed licensing in some
cases and, later on, to the allocation of the necessary amounts of iron. But the initiative for
investment projects normally was to and could come from the enterprises themselves and not
from any state planning agency. Again it is clear that conditions were quite different from a
situation where mainly market signals determine investment and thus the future composition of

21
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production, but that nevertheless private ownership and genuine profit expectations of firms
still played an important role.22

The latter conclusion seems to be true for industry as a whole. Therefore Adam Tooze is right
when stating in a recent article: “Even in 1944 it proved to be impossible to effectively direct
private investment”, which in his eyes explains the uneconomically large sales of machine tools
between 1938 and 1944 in Germany.23 The power of the Reich’s Economics Ministry to
designate industries where all investment was prohibited is no proof to the contrary. Enacted in
the famous law from 1933 on forced cartelization24 its aim was to prevent construction of new
capacity which there was no real need for, a tendency which indeed often occurs in cartels.
Also not restricted to cartels, forced or otherwise, the provision was applied only in a few
cases, often requested by the specific industry itself, and exceptions were always possible. In
some instances it appears to have been used as a device to protect branches dominated by small
and medium-sized enterprises from ruinous competition, in others no real restriction, only
control of investment behaviour was intended.25

Of course small and medium-sized enterprises were exactly those which during the war came
under mounting pressure to close down and release their labour and other resources for more
efficient use in greater firms heavily engaged in armaments production. The most severe threat
in this respect stemmed from a decree of January 1943. However, the resistance against actions
to shut down firms was great with the consequence that they were not very successful. The
decree itself clearly was an emergency measure of total warfare and therefore cannot be taken
22
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as evidence for an inclination of the regime towards socialism and central planning. In fact the
reopening of firms closed after the war was guaranteed.26

3.) A great percentage of all industrial investment during the Third Reich was in the interest of
the regime and occurred in the armaments sector and in branches which were important for
autarky. The respective industries grew very fast. Already in 1938, for instance, 24 percent of
the total labour force in industry was employed in the production of armaments according to
Wehrmacht design.27 The question arises, how investment projects in these sectors were
realized. Did the state use its power to oblige enterprises to conform to its investment plans in
case they did not want to fulfil them voluntarily? Or was the principle of freedom of contract
respected even in such circumstances?

A famous example where enterprises were forced to undertake an investment was the
Braunkohle-Benzin AG (BRABAG).28 In order to finance its plants for the production of fuel
from domestic raw materials, the biggest German producers of lignite were obliged against
their will to make available the necessary capital in the form of a quasi-loan over a ten-year
period.29 Incidentally, a similar procedure was selected in West Germany through the
‘Investment Aid Law’ of 1952 resulting in a forced loan to supply the capital needs of basic
industry.30 In the Third Reich there probably were some more cases of this or a similar kind.
However, on the whole they remained exceptions. As in West Germany they cannot be seen as
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a proof of the proposition that enterprises were permanently labouring under the threat of being
subjected to force or even nationalized if they did not comply with the wishes of the regime.
Rather it was the fact that they normally could refuse to engage in an investment project
designed by the state – without any consequences. There are to be found quite a few instances
where they did so, even after the implementation of the Four Year Plan and the beginning of
war, both being considered in some of the literature as watersheds in the economic policy of
the regime.31 And indeed, the rhetoric might sometimes have become more aggressive after
1936. But the actual behaviour of the state in relations with private enterprises appears to have
not changed, because firms continued to act without any indication of fear that they could be
nationalized or otherwise put under unbearable pressure.

Thus, de Wendel, a coal mining enterprise, refused to build another hydrogenation plant in
1937.32 In spring 1939 IG Farben declined a request by the Economics Ministry to enlarge its
production of rayon for the use in tyres.33 It also was not prepared to invest a substantial
amount in a third Buna (synthetic rubber) factory in Fürstenberg/Oder, although this was a
project of high urgency for the regime.34 Another interesting example is the one of Froriep
GmbH, a firm producing machines for the armaments and autarky-related industries which also
found a ready market abroad. But in the second half of the 1930s the demand for the former
31
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purposes was so high that exports threatened to be totally crowded out. Therefore the company
planned a capacity enlargement, but asked the Reich to share the risk by giving a subsidized
credit and permitting exceptional depreciation charges to reduce its tax load. When the latter
demand was not accepted at first, the firm reacted by refusing to invest. So in the end the state
fully surrendered to the requests of the firm.35 To conclude this enumeration a last case seems
worthy to be mentioned – the Oberschlesische Hydrierwerke AG Blechhammer. This
hydrogenation plant was one of the largest investment projects during the Third Reich which
between 1940 and autumn 1943 cost 485m RM.36 Originally it was planned to finance it with
the help of the Upper Silesian coal syndicate. However, the biggest single company of the
syndicate, the Gräflich Schaffgott’sche Werke GmbH, repeatedly refused to participate in the
effort. Other companies were prepared to finance a part of the plant, but only under conditions
which were unacceptable to the Reich, because they would have implied a discrimination of
enterprises which had already concluded contracts with the state regarding other projects. For
some time Carl Krauch, then already plenipotentiary for chemicals production, contemplated
an obligatory engagement of firms. There existed, however, rather different opinions among
state agencies concerning this question. And finally, in November 1939, the hydrogenation
factory was founded without any participation of private industry.37

All the cases mentioned which could still be augmented show that freedom of contract
generally was respected by the regime even in projects important for the war. Therefore it is apt
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to state that short- and long-term profit expectations of firms played a decisive role in the
armaments and autarky-related sectors, too. Private property rights and entrepreneurial
autonomy were not abolished during the Third Reich even in these sectors. That being the case
the regime had to devise instruments for the inducement of firms to voluntarily provide the
state with the means necessary for warfare. Very often that could be done only by shifting the
financial risk connected to an investment at least partly to the Reich. For this purpose the state
offered firms a whole bundle of contract options to choose from implying different degrees of
risk-taking. For example, in a kind of leasing arrangement the state itself could become the
owner of a plant which was then operated by a private enterprise in exchange for a secure
profit.38 That was the one extreme option where the state paid total costs and bore the whole
risk. The other extreme option, of course, was an enterprise realizing a war-related investment
with no state aid at all except perhaps the permission to turn to the capital market for the
necessary financial means. In between lay contracts which included a state subsidy and
contracts guaranteeing sales for a fixed minimum price (Wirtschaftlichkeitsgarantievertrag).39

The first kind of contract mentioned, where the state was the owner, the private firm only the
operator of a factory, was chosen, if short- and long-term expectations of the enterprise
concerning the project were negative, as was the case for stand-by armaments plants, many of
them being integrated in a state holding company, the Verwertungsgesellschaft für
Montanindustrie mbH (Montan GmbH).40 A similar arrangement was applied to the
exploitation of the very poor German copper mines which could not be done in a competitive
framework.41 If profit expectations by firms were negative in the short, but positive in the long
38
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run a Wirtschaftlichkeitsgarantievertrag was normally opted for. These contracts were
available for a period of up to ten years, the fixed minimum price being calculated to include
relevant costs including depreciation charges and a certain profit margin. The plants built under
such an arrangement were the property of the firm, but the state reserved to itself extensive
control rights during the contract period. Furthermore the contract could not be terminated
earlier by unilateral decision of the enterprise. A Wirtschaftlichkeitsgarantievertrag was
typically chosen in the case of hydrogenation projects.42 The reason was that under certain
circumstances one could reckon with synthetic fuel becoming internationally competitive.43
However, if that had not materialized after the end of the contract period, plants designed for
the hydrogenation of coal could be switched with little cost to the hydrogenation of mineral oil
residues from the cracking process. That appreciably augmented the fuel yield from a given
quantity of raw oil, a procedure employed in the US since the beginning of the thirties.44
Therefore such plants carried with them positive expectations in the long run, i.e. after the
termination of guaranteed sales. And that in turn made it valuable to the enterprises to own
them.

When the Reich was asked by a firm to just subsidize an investment project it was interested in,
for example by guaranteeing necessary credits, there existed positive profit expectations in the
short run even under potentially competitive conditions.45 Therefore, enterprises wanted to
have the option to get out of the contract whenever they chose, possibly paying back the
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guaranteed credits. Characteristically, in 1937 IG Farben concluded a
Wirtschaftlichkeitsgarantievertrag for its first plant to produce Buna.46 For the second one of
1939, however, it only accepted a state subsidy, because in the meantime short-term
expectations for the sale of the product, for which the firm had a national monopoly, had
become positive through higher productivity achieved by further innovations and cost
reductions. For the third plant operating in a still perfected manner, which was finally
constructed in Ludwigshafen in 1940/41, the IG wanted no state aid at all.47

The foregoing analysis proves the contention that in the Nazi period enterprises continued to
shape their actions according to their expectations and that the state authorities not only
tolerated this behaviour, but bowed to it by adapting their contract offers to the wishes of
industry. That is also confirmed by Tooze’s paper quoted above where he argues that there was
no ‘Stalinist option’ available to the Nazi regime and consequently “a mixture of incentives
provided by the state with private economic motives” was decisive for the development of
certain sectors of production.48 Further examples of this are provided by the negotiations of the
shipbuilder Blohm & Voss with the navy about the construction of a huge dock in 193749 as
well as the conditions for the enlargement of the Krupp Essen plant requested by the company
and fulfilled by the Reich.50 Incidentally the behaviour of enterprises in all these cases also
demonstrated that they foresaw the eventual re-establishment of conditions in which the state
would largely withdraw from its position of the biggest single source of demand and much
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reduce its interventionism with the consequence that competition would re-emerge, also with
foreign producers. If it had been otherwise the forming of long-term expectations different
from short-term expectations would have been meaningless. Thus industry itself did not
consider the development of the Nazi economic system as heading towards socialism and
central planning. Rather, the very important role of the state in the pre-war and war economy
was seen as related to warfare and thus temporary.

III. This perspective is clearly corroborated by an analysis of Nazi intentions. Available sources
make perfectly clear that the Nazi regime did not want at all a German economy with public
ownership of many or all enterprises. Therefore it generally had no intention whatsoever to
nationalize private or to create state firms. On the contrary the reprivatization of enterprises
was furthered wherever possible. In the prewar period that was the case for example with the
big German banks which had to be saved during the banking crisis of 1931 by the injection of
large sums of public funds. In 1936/37 the capital of the Deutsche Bank, Commerzbank and
Dresdner Bank in the possession of the German Reich was sold to private shareholders and
consequently the state representatives withdrew from the board of these banks.51 Also in 1936
the Reich sold its shares of Vereinigte Stahlwerke.52 The war did not change anything with
regard to this attitude. In 1940 the Genshagen airplane engine plant operated by Daimler-Benz
was privatized; Daimler-Benz bought the majority of shares held by the Reich earlier than it
wished to. But the company was urged by the Reich Aviation Ministry and was afraid that the
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Reich might offer the deal to another firm.53 Later in the war the Reich actively tried to
privatize as many Montan GmbH companies as possible, but with only little success.54

Thus state-owned plants were to be avoided wherever possible. Nevertheless, as was shown
above, sometimes they were necessary, if private industry was not prepared to realize a warrelated investment on its own. In these cases the Reich often insisted on the inclusion in the
contract of an option clause according to which the private firm operating the plant was entitled
to purchase it.55 Even the establishment of Reichswerke Hermann Göring in 1937 is no
contradiction to the rule that the Reich principally did not want public ownership of enterprises.
The Reich in fact tried hard to win the German industry over to engage in the project.
However, most iron and steel companies were not interested in working the poor German iron
ores a big part of which lay in great depth, especially since cheaper ore with a much higher iron
content could be had on international markets.56 Finally, Göring pushed forward with the
creation of a public enterprise against continuing resistance of the Finance Ministry.57 As it
soon appeared the project was a very expensive and inefficient one.58 Thus it seems plausible to
consider this experience to have strengthened the resistance of the Reich bureaucracy against
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future engagements of a similar kind. In any case the principle of the Four Year Plan that its
projects preferably had to be executed by private industry was quite often confirmed later on59
and it was explicitly stated that more Reichswerke (companies owned by the Reich) were not
desirable.60 During the war even Hermann Göring repeatedly said that he had always aimed to
restrict financial engagements of the Reich in industrial enterprises as far as possible.61
Consequently, in 1942 he gave his consent to reprivatize quite a few armaments-producing
firms which belonged to the Reichswerke Hermann Göring group.62

There are several causes for the Nazi policy with regard to public ownership of companies just
described. First, paragraph 48 of the law on the Reich’s budget (Reichshaushaltsordnung
[RHO]) together with paragraph 60 of the regulations concerning the financial and economic
behaviour of the Reich (Wirtschaftsbestimmungen für die Reichsbehörden [RWB]) permitted
entrepreneurial engagement of the Reich only when important interests of the Reich were not
attainable otherwise and only with the consent of the Reich Finance Minister. These decrees,
originating in the Weimar Republic, were never repealed during the Third Reich and thus
placed the liberally-minded bureaucracy of the Reich Ministry of Finance in a strong position.
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It insisted that all institutions of the Reich had to strictly apply those regulations. And it even
threatened that otherwise it would not agree to an industrial engagement of the Reich, making it
unlawful.63 In this respect even Reich Marshal Hermann Göring had to bow to the Reich
Finance Ministry. Thus it is characteristic that the Finance Ministry could decline a request
from October 1944 of the Reich Aviation Ministry the head of which was Göring to increase a
guarantee of credits given by the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt to the airplane industry as share
capital.64 The power of the Reich Finance Ministry basically derived from its preserved formal
responsibility for the Reich budget – a relic from the Weimar democracy. That in turn was a
consequence of the fact that the Nazi takeover of 1933 was not a revolution in the proper sense
of the word. The National Socialist Party just established some new non-state executive
agencies besides the old state institutions.65 Of course, every Weimar law and every traditional
state institution could have been brushed aside by the Nazi regime. But as long as that was not
done they functioned in their normal way. Thus the following two reasons might explain why
the old order of things was not changed in this case.

For one has to keep in mind that Nazi ideology held entrepreneurship in high esteem. Private
property was considered a precondition to develop the creativeness of members of the German
race to the best of the people. Therefore it is not astonishing that Otto Ohlendorf, an
enthusiastic National Socialist and high-ranking SS officer, who since November 1943 held a
top position in the Reich Economics Ministry, did not like at all Speer’s system of industrial
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production. He very much criticized the cartel-like organization of the war economy where
groups of interested private parties exercised state power to the detriment of the small and
medium entrepreneur. For the postwar period he therefore advocated a clear separation of the
state from private enterprises with the former establishing a general framework for the activity
of the latter.66 In his opinion it was the constant aim of National Socialist economic policy, “to
restrict as little as possible the creative activities of the individual. […] Private property is the
natural precondition to the development of personality. Only private property is able to further
the continuous attachment to a certain work.”67

A third cause has to do with the deep conviction even in the highest ranks of the Nazi elite that
private property itself provided important incentives to achieve greater cost consciousness,
efficiency gains and technical progress. The principle mentioned above that Four Year Plan
projects were to be executed as far as possible by private industry was explicitly motivated in
the following way: “It is important to maintain the free initiative of industry. Only in that case
one can expect to be successful.”68 Some time earlier a similar consideration was expressed:
“Private companies, which are in charge of the plants to be constructed, should to a large extent
invest their own means in order to secure a responsible management.”69 During the war Göring
said, it always was his aim to let private firms finance the aviation industry so that private
initiative was to be strengthened.70 Even Adolf Hitler frequently made clear his opposition in
principle against any bureaucratic managing of the economy, because that, by preventing the
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natural selection process, would “give a guarantee to the preservation of the weakest average
[sic] and represent a burden to the higher ability, industry and value, thus being a cost to the
general welfare.”71

Interestingly enough this third cause conforms well to modern economic reasoning about the
effects of private versus public ownership.72 In this context a very important suggestion is that
the question of ownership of firms has to be strictly distinguished from the competitive or noncompetitive framework they are working in. For the effects of public ownership not only often
negate the efficiency-enhancing properties of competitive markets because of weak incentives
to managing bureaucrats and political interference. But it is also the case that private ownership
of firms is advantageous even if producing for state demand in monopoly situations. The
reason is that residual control rights remain with the private owner. Therefore, in the normal
case of incomplete contracting, the owner can engage in actions which increase efficiency
without asking the government, as long as he does not violate the contract, and he will do so,
because it will augment profits. The Wirtschaftlichkeitsgarantievertrag exactly was such a type
of contract with an obligation for the enterprise to produce a specified product while
guaranteeing minimum sales for a certain price, but leaving residual control rights to the firm.
As has been shown, IG Farben, monopoly producer of synthetic rubber, achieved high
efficiency gains in a framework of this kind with the result that for the second and third Buna
factories it did without such a contract, in order to increase its freedom of action even more. On
the other hand, the Reichswerke Hermann Göring offer a good example for the deleterious
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effects of public ownership with high inefficiency because of practically unlimited
subsidization as well as openness to corruption.73

IV. By keeping intact the substance of private firm ownership the Nazis thus achieved
efficiency gains in their war-related economy. And, perhaps surprisingly, they were aware of
this relationship and made consciously use of it to further their aims. Thus “planning” had
indeed a very different meaning in the Nazi state from that in the Soviet Union. It is therefore
not at all astonishing that this was often emphasized by contemporaries from many quarters.74
The greatest difference to a centrally planned economy, however, was the role private
ownership of firms had to play in the economy – in practice as well as in theory. The ideal Nazi
economy would liberate the creativeness of a multitude of private entrepreneurs in a
dominantly competitive framework gently directed by the state to achieve the highest welfare
of the Germanic people. But this “directed market economy”, as it was called, had not yet been
perfected because of the exigencies of war. Therefore a way to characterize the actual German
economy of the Third Reich more realistically would probably have been “state-directed
private ownership economy” instead of using the term “market”. But, as it was explained
earlier, that does not mean that “markets” played no role for the actions of enterprises. The
expectation of the eventual reestablishment of markets as decisive institutions for the
73
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governance of business rather shaped the behaviour of firms also in the time when their actual
importance was much diminished.75 The relationship between state and industry in the Nazi
period, having produced a long debate about which of the two commanded primacy,76 can
therefore be best interpreted as a temporary partnership where the state was the principal and
the industry the agent. However, the agent not only, as always, had a very close eye on its own
interests, but actively prepared for being the principal himself in the medium future. In the
meantime, of course, industry adapted to the regime’s wishes, often at little financial costs, but
by deferring development plans of its own. It is clear therefore that there existed, in the words
of Peter Hayes, opportunity costs to enterprises.77

That also is indicated by the investment behaviour of firms as well as the composition of
industrial investment. Thus industry, as a result of a very high cash flow, paid back bank
credits78 and hoarded liquidity, but invested on its own only relatively small amounts in real
capital.79 For instance, less than 40 per cent of industrial investments in 1938 were spontaneous
in the sense that they were not directed by the state towards armaments and autarky-related
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products.80 Although profitability of companies in 1938, according to Spoerer, was four times
higher than in 1928,81 spontaneous investment of industry at most reached two thirds of the
level of 1928. This shows that even after the inauguration of the Four Year Plan and the
establishment of iron and steel rationing it still was possible for firms to invest according to
their genuine plans which, of course, can be considered as expression of their continuing
entrepreneurial autonomy. On the other hand, spontaneous investments were rather low seen
before the background of very high profitability. This was due, at least partly, to the fact that
entrepreneurs reckoned with the collapse of the armament boom in the near future potentially
leading to high overcapacities because exports remained underdeveloped in the Nazi era.82

Finally, one further consideration has to be taken account of: Economic reasoning is about
institutions providing incentives to economic actors whose actions determine economic
development. In that context the non-economic characteristics of the actors such as nationality,
race, beliefs and so on are largely irrelevant. But that definitely was not the case with the Nazi
economy. It is therefore not astonishing that its analysis in purely economic terms cannot grasp
its specific National Socialist properties. For in the Third Reich the fact was that one group of
economic actors was not equal to other groups of economic actors with the same economic
characteristics, since there applied a differentiation along racial lines. This meant that freedom
of contract for Jewish entrepreneurs was more and more restricted until Jews were excluded as
80
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economic actors altogether after 1938. Thus, the main difference between the Nazi war-related
economy and Western war-related economies of the time can be detected only by an analysis
which transcends economics.
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